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Avanquest introduces new web collaboration software, Netviewer, to the UK market

Avanquest announces strategic partnership with Netviewer, secure desktop sharing, remote support and
web-conferencing software.
Netviewer will enable enterprises to increase productivity, improve operational efficiencies and reduce
costs by facilitating the sharing of information in real-time via the internet. As Netviewer is a
one-off investment, with no subscription charges, it is a perfect sales opportunity for the channel.
Netviewer is an efficient and useful tool at the right price. The channel has strong relationships with
end-users; Netviewer is a product that offers fast ROI to every horizontal and vertical market, giving
resellers good revenue opportunities across all market sectors.

Any resellers or press wishing to find out more about Netviewer, or any other products, are welcome to
attend our Channel Partner Event on:
Tuesday 15th June at the Marriott County Hall, London, followed by a trip on the London Eye at 6.00pm
with drinks & buffet.
Please contact Alison Hall for further details: ahall@avanquest.co.uk

Chris Thompson, CEO, Avanquest commented “Netviewer is a valued edition to the Avanquest corporate
licensing strategy. Corporate, multi-user licence programmes represent the easiest and most
cost-effective way for organisations to deploy software resources among their personnel. More
importantly, perhaps, it’s the only legal way – apart from buying single copies for each individual
user.”
Steve Puleston, Netviewer Product Manager said “It will not be long before all business will be using
this software, a tool like this is essential. The uses for Netviewer are endless: real-time sharing of
any on-line information, from PowerPoint presentations to Flash and virtual animation.”
About Avanquest
Avanquest is a leading provider of complete software publishing solutions to meet the global sales and
distribution needs of developers. A fully integrated network of international value-added software
publishers, Avanquest’s solution combines experienced product management, sales representation, package
design, public relations and supply chain management systems, with proven direct retailer relationships
in 90 percent of the world’s software markets.
About Netviewer
Netviewer GmbH is one of the fastest growing software-companies in Germany. Netviewer GmbH publishes
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Netviewer-Software for Web-Collaboration, Desktop-Sharing and Web-Conferencing. Netviewer-Software
allows internet-users to view each others screens simultaneously. Any application can be viewed and
edited jointly: websites, spread sheet calculations, drafts and more. As communication becomes more
efficient, time and money can be saved and productivity increased. More than 1000 customers’ world
wide, including BMW, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Siemens and Agfa are already using Netviewer-Software.
A live demonstration of Netviewer is available from Avanquest.
Please call Steve Puleston on 01752 241451 for further information.
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